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BAC - KLINE MILLS
Dive into a world ﬁlled with nature and self-discovery as Jenna ﬁnds herself part of
the Legend of the White Wolf... A desperate call for help starts Jenna on a fast-paced journey to try and save Ituria, a unicorn trapped by hunters. After freeing him
from the hunter’s cave, she must also protect him from a renegade wolf intent on
taking over Ituria’s forest home. Jenna
may be human in East Forest, but when
she travels into the Middle Forest she
takes on another form: a large white wolf.
Though she may look like a wolf, she doesn't fool all of the animals she encounters.
Animals have many ways to identify and
assess their environments and every animal’s survival is dependent on their many
senses. She will have to learn how animals
think in order to earn the trust of the creature who lives in the cave. Join Jenna on
her adventures in Middle Forest to rescue
a unicorn, with the help of the forest animals and a very large dragon. During her
quest, Jenna learns how she ﬁts into the Legend of the White Wolf and must decide if
she is brave enough to see it through!
Short on time? This brand-new wolf shifter
novella from USA Today bestseller Terry
Spear will hit the spot! The intriguing
worlds of Terry Spear's Arctic wolves and
gray wolves collide with mystery, action,
and thrilling suspense you can rely on! An
Arctic wolf FBI agent who won't stop until
he ﬁnds his mark The gray wolf FWS
oﬃcer who stands in his way Undeniable
attraction that can only mean these
wolves have met their mate Sparks ﬂy
when Arctic wolf and FBI agent Andrew
White encounters U.S. Fish and Wildlife
oﬃcer Stacey Grayson tracking the same
criminal he's after, and the beautiful she-wolf won't back down. Both are determined to get their target, but when their
hearts get in the way, anything can happen. With danger at every turn, they'll
have to work together. Everyone loves Terry Spear's wolf shifter romances! "Essential reading for werewolf-romance fans."—Booklist for Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply
"Terry Spear at her most fabulous!"—Fresh

Fiction for The Wolf Wore Plaid
A stunning comic adaptation of the classic
Elric of Melniboné novels by Michael Moorcock! A year has passed since Elric left Imrryr, his palace and his throne, leaving behind a heartbroken Cymoril. For a year he
has walked the Young Kingdoms, under
the distant gaze of his protector, Arioch. A
year since he traded his skills as a wizard
and ﬁghter to the highest bidder, forging,
in each battle, the legend of the albino warrior whose Black Sword terriﬁes the
bravest of warriors. Today he is no longer
Elric de Melnibone, the four hundred and
twenty-eighth Emperor of the people of
R'lin K'ren A'a. Today, the Young Kingdoms
know him as the White Wolf.
Dink and his friends meet an exchange student, Sammi, who is actually the prince of
an island country, hiding from those enemies who have kidnapped his parents and
who may be after him as well.
While visiting their friend Wallis and her
adopted daughter on Mount Desert Island,
Maine, Josh, Dink, and Ruth Rose investigate why three white wolf cubs were
stolen, and by whom.
Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose are thrilled to
visit Wallis Wallace at her new cabin in the
Maine wilderness. On their very ﬁrst day,
they see a white wolf and her babies on a
cliﬀ. But soon after, the pups are wolf-napped. Can the kids sniﬀ out the culprits?
Illustrations.
Lark is tired of running. Searching for her
people, the loneliness consumes her. Until
unexpectedly, Trenton and Tyler appear to
not only save her physically from Blackthorne who wish her death but to save her
mind, body, and soul from unforeseen troubles. She not only ﬁnds love with the people she thought she had lost but all-consuming passion she didn't know existed.
A boy and his pet white wolf ﬂee before a
state-wide hunt to locate and destroy the
animal.
The Way of the White Wolf...nurturing the
spirit within. The way from out of the darkness and into the light is the way of the
white wolf. To feed the white wolf is to
nourish the light within but beware when

the dark wolf approaches for sustenance,
for when fed, the dark wolf will only grow
stronger and stronger and stronger within
you and it will rule and dominate your
thinking and it will rule and dominate your
life and it will devour you...1. To feed the
White Wolf is to nourish the light within 2.
Trust in the Way of the White Wolf 3. In
the Way of the White Wolf Meditation is Unpremeditated 4. The Ways of the Self are
partial, the Way of the White Wolf is impartial 5. Live the Mystery, Live the Way of
the White Wolf 6. Let the Way of the White
Wolf be your guiding light in the world of
darkness, illusion and delusion... 7. In the
Way of the White Wolf the World is a very
diﬀerent place 8. Be nurtured by the spirit
within by nurturing the spirit within 9. In
the Way of the White Wolf there is no Contradiction
The fourth book in the Chronicles of the
Cheysuli continues a tale of magical warriors and shapeshifters as they battle the
sorcerers that threaten their existence
Niall, Prince of Homana, key player in a
prophecy that spans generations, should
have been the treasured link between
Cheysuli and Homanan. Yet neither of the
peoples he is destined to someday rule
feel anything but suspicion of Niall. Homanans fear him for his Cheysuli heritage,
while Cheysuli refuse to accept him as
their own because he has acquired neither
a lir-shape nor the lir companion that is
the true mark of the Cheysuli shapechangers. And now, despite his precarious situation within the kingdom, Niall must undertake a journey to fulﬁll yet another link in
the ancient prophecy. He must travel
through war-torn lands to claim his
bride—a mission which may prove his
doom. For searching for both his destiny
and his lir, Niall is about to be plunged into
a dangerous maelstrom of intrigue, betrayal, and deadly Ihlini sorcery....
2015 REVISED EDITION Scarlet of Lysia is
an honest pedlar, a young merchant traveling the wild, undefended roads to support
his aging parents. Liall, called the Wolf of
Omara, is the handsome, world-weary
chieftain of a tribe of bandits blocking a
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mountain road that Scarlet needs to cross.
When Liall jokingly demands a carnal toll
for the privilege, Scarlet refuses and an inventive battle of wills ensues, with disastrous results. Scarlet is convinced that Liall
is a worthless, immoral rogue, but when
the hostile countryside explodes into violence and Liall unexpectedly ﬁghts to save
the lives of Scarlet's family, Scarlet is
forced to admit that the Wolf is not the
worst ally he could have, but what price
will proud Scarlet ultimately have to pay
for Liall's friendship?
- Aspect published the previous novel in
the series, The Skrayling Tree, in hardcover (0-446-53104-9) in 2003 and in mass
market (0-446-61340-1) in 7/04. The prior
novel. The Dreamthief's Daughter (Aspect
hardcover, 2001, 0-446-52618-5; mass
market, 2002, 0-446-61120-4) received
praise from the Washington Post, Denver
Post, and Locus, where it was featured on
the 2001 Recommended Reading list. - Aspect reissued Moorcock's classic Gloriana,
or the Unfulﬁll'd Queen in trade paperback
in 8/04. Gloriana won Moorcock the World
Fantasy Award, the John W. Campbell
Award, and the British Fantasy Award. Moorcock's Elric the Eternal Champion saga has been optioned by Universal Pictures, with Chris and Paul Weitz (American
Pie) producing. - Michael Moorcock is a
vanguard author, editor, journalist, critic,
and rock musician, who is editor of the controversial magazine New Worlds. A member of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall
of Fame, Moorcock has won the Guardian
Fiction Prize, the Nebula Award, the World
Fantasy Award, and the British Fantasy
Award, among others.
Help Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose solve mysteries from A to Z! Kids love collecting the
entire alphabet and super editions! With
over 8 million copies in print, the A to Z
Mysteries® have been hooking chapter
book readers on mysteries and reading for
years. Now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look! W is for Wolf . . .
Where could those wolves be? When the
kids visit the Maine wilderness, they spot a
white mother wolf and her babies on a
cliﬀ. But soon after that, the pups are
stolen! Can Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose sniﬀ
out the culprits?
Her sisters want pearls and ﬁne clothing,
yet all Princess Brianna asks the King to
bring her is a wreath of wildﬂowers. That
way, he'll remember not to stay away too
long on his travels. But it's late October before her father returns, and the only
wildﬂowers he can ﬁnd are those on the
head of a human-voiced white wolf. One
bargain later, the King has accidentally
sold his youngest daughter to the wolf-and
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for Brianna, the adventure begins.
Book 3 in Terry Spear's Heart of the Wolf
Series A Family Mystery Leads Her into an
Unimaginable World...And a Danger They
Must Face Together Faith O'Malley travels
to the frozen wilderness of Maine determined to discover what her father saw in
that same region ten years ago. But her
quest attracts the attention of two very
diﬀerent men, one private detective with
his own mystery to solve, and the other a
werewolf pack leader who holds secrets
for them both. Private Detective Cameron
MacPherson's search for his lost partners
leads him down the same path as Faith'sand soon the two of them are thrust into
the wilds of a forbidden, icy world. When
Faith and Cameron encounter a mythical
creature, they must decide to face their enemies together, or perish on their own.
Heart of the Wolf Series: Heart of the Wolf
(Book 1) To Tempt the Wolf (Book 2) Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3) Seduced by
the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for USA Today
bestseller Terry Spear: "Action-packed romance and suspense-ﬁlled plot add up to
pure magic. I couldn't turn the pages fast
enough. Terry Spear is a great addition to
the paranormal genre!"-Armchair Interviews"Terry Spear weaves paranormal, suspense, and romance together in one non-stop coaster of passion and adventure."-Love Romance Passion "I love Ms.
Spear's lupus garou society. She creates a
world that makes you believe werewolves
live among us."-Paranormal Romance Reviews
While visiting their friend Wallis and her
adopted daughter on Mount Desert Island,
Maine, Josh, Dink, and Ruth Rose investigate why three white wolf cubs are stolen,
and by whom.
A twelve-year-old girl struggles to understand her mother’s sudden and unexplained disappearance, only to have her
heart broken when her mother returns as
a cold, indiﬀerent shell of the woman she
once was. This begins a journey of grief,
depression, abuse, and physical illness for
the girl, who tells her life story through the
narration of Crying on the Inside. The
young girl grows up to be a woman who is
a victim of her own mind, believing she’s a
Superwoman who can complete any task
to perfection. But she becomes a target
for a con artist who marries her only to
use her. The psychological and verbal
abuse soon become physical, and the Superwoman realizes that she never recognized the warning signs of an abusive partner. White Wolf Woman wants her readers,
particularly women, to be spared the pain
of abuse by alerting them to the signs
they need to heed to avoid the men who

will prey on them. This riveting novel, the
ﬁrst of a trilogy, clearly illustrates how a
high-achieving, successful woman can become the victim of the most heinous
abuse, yet still rise above it.
Frederick Marryat was one of the pioneers
of the sea novel, and a major inﬂuence on
writers such as Joseph Conrad and Ernest
Hemingway. In his day, his short ﬁction
was wildly popular, and 'The White Wolf of
the Hartz Mountains' remains widely anthologised. Many of the horror stories of
monsters and ghouls, particularly those
dating back to the 1900s and before, are
now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in aﬀordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and artwork.
Yin and yang, black and white, no shadow
without the light. Neither can exist without
the other. Or can they? Every story has to
begin somewhere and this one begins with
one man, two wolf sons, and a beautiful
woman. A brotherly tale where only one
man can survive. **** White Wolf Black
Wolf is a stand-alone origin story attached
to My Winter Wolf and A Squad Of Wolves.
It can be read entirely on its own. Search
terms: free shifter book, free paranormal
book, free paranormal romance, free pnr,
free wolf shifter, wolf shifter, paranormal,
fantasy, free fantasy book, free mythology
book,
When a white wolf ﬂees captivity by humans, he must learn to hunt and run with
a pack and to discover what it truly means
to be a wolf. By the author of Fire, Bed,
and Bone. Reprint.
Henry, a very sick little hedgehog, receives treatment from the White Wolf that
makes him feel even worse but eventually
cures him, and through the ordeal he
holds a stone to help him stay strong and
brave.
The Covenant Of Earth Nations, Earth's
governing body, has lost contact with a
deep space research station orbiting a
black hole known as the Dark Star. COEN
has sent a team of specialist commandos
to discover the reason for this communications blackout. Along with these specialists, they sent a young magician, Asala.
She and her commandos are prepared for
any situation involving entities supernatural or mundane, or so they believe. Little
do the COEN Corps commandos and their
magician know that what awaits them
aboard the Dark Star is far beyond anything ever experienced. A presence waits
in the shadows, hungry and curious. Can
Asala confront this terror and keep her
commandos alive, or will she and all those
in her charge fall victim to...The Darkness?
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When Jessica Jones disguises herself as a
boy to ride with her brothers on a wagon
train to Oregon, half-Native American wagon master White Wolf sees through her
clever ruse, and together they embark on
a tumultuous journey of passion and love.
Original.
Today Patrick Lahey chooses to be sober
and to battle the storm. It is his hope that
others will also choose to ﬁght while ﬁnding their passion, following their dreams,
and opening and sharing the gift inside
with the world, all while remembering they
are loved and never alone. In a compilation of poems, Lahey raises awareness surrounding the complex battles that accompany addiction and mental illness in order
to remind others who may be experiencing
similar challenges that the time for healing
is now. While serving as an advocate for these issues, Lahey shares poetic insight into his personal struggles with the disease
of alcoholism, as well as numerous mental
health challenges, to shatter the stigma in
our society and bring light to the darkness
for those who are suﬀering. Feed the
White Wolf is a volume of poems that
oﬀers a moving lyrical perspective into the
challenges surrounding the disease of alcoholism and mental illness.
Tangling with a White Wolf—Best Christmas Ever, or Real Trouble? Romance writer Candice Mayfair never missed a deadline in her life—until an accidental bite
from a werewolf puppy turns her into an
Arctic wolf shifter. She's forced to isolate
herself in the wilderness to cope with her
unpredictable shifting while she works on
her deadlines. After all, for Candice, Christmas is just another day. Enter private investigator Owen Nottingham, a wolf shifter
hired to ﬁnd Candice so she can collect
her inheritance. They have a real problem:
she must arrive home in human form, and
that's not happening during the full moon.
Besides, Owen has a new mission: to convince the pretty she-wolf her best move is
to join his pack in time for Christmas...and
to prove he's the only wolf for her. White
Wolf series: Dreaming of a White Wolf
Christmas (Book 1) Flight of the White
Wolf (Book 2) What People Are Saying: "A
wonderful story that illustrates the best of
holiday romances... A howling good time."
—Long and Short Reviews for A Silver Wolf
Christmas "A great holiday season read."
—USA Today Happy Ever After for A Silver
Wolf Christmas "A holiday treat—a romance that sizzles and entertains."
—Fresh Fiction for A Highland Wolf Christmas "A seductive tale of action, romance
and suspense during the holiday season..."
—The Reading Cafe for A Highland Wolf
Christmas

From World Fantasy Lifetime Achievement
Award winner Michael Moorcock comes the
ﬁnal installment of the Elric of Melnibone
series, brought to vivid new life with stunning illustrations. In one of the most well-known and well-loved fantasy epics of the
20th century, Elric is the brooding, albino
emperor of the dying Kingdom of Melnibone. After coming into an unnatural, devastating power that felled his enemy
Yrkoon and destroyed an entire city, Elric
is haunted by the many deaths he caused
and sets out on a quest for redemption
and renewed purpose. The White Wolf is
the ﬁnal volume in Michael Moorcock’s incredible series, which created fantasy
archetypes that have echoed through the
genre for generations. Originally published
in the 1970s, this book is brought to vivid
new life with stunning illustrations from
magniﬁcent artists in the fantasy ﬁeld.
“For anyone who appreciates superior
heroic fantasy, David Gemmell’s oﬀerings
are mandatory.”—Time Out London The
blood-drenched lands of the Drenai are protected by a man who has been hated and
feared as much as he has been loved: the
living legend known as Druss, Captain of
the Ax. But this is also the land of Skilgannon, a man who is armed with the mythic
Swords of Night and Day, and perhaps
Druss’s equal on the ﬁeld of battle.
Brought together by a brutal attack, the
two lone warriors form an unlikely alliance.
But as Druss and Skilgannon face the supernatural threat of the Joinings—monstrous werebeasts with unholy strength
and more than animal savagery—respect
and trust will grow. Their alliance will become a friendship destined to change both
men—and the lands of the Drenai—forever. “[Gemmell’s] ﬁction has always carried
the genuine ﬂair ofthe classic sword and
sorcery pieces of the 1930s and ’40s. This
installment is no exception.”—Starlog “A
multitude of good battle scenes! . . . Readers will be carried along by the nonstop action and heroic characters.”—Booklist
NYPD homicide detective Trina Baskin is
having nightmares. Vivid ones. Full of
blood, and snow, dead wolves...and a
young man with pale hair who howls like
an animal. She chalks them up to stress
and an overactive imagination, too many
Old Country stories from her Russian father who, when he's had too much vodka,
starts to rave about dark forces and things
that look like men...but aren't. But then a
case hits her desk that can't be explained.
A young man found outside a club with a
nasty bite mark on his neck - and not a
drop of blood left in his body. With no
leads, no theories that bear exploring, too
little sleep, and a partner who seems to be
willfully throwing his career down the toi-
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let, the last thing Trina needs is a full-on
out of body experience...in which her family's past is revealed to her, and everything
starts making a whole lot of terrifying
sense. In 1942, Trina's great-grandfather,
Nikita, is a captain of the Cheka, the Soviet political police - or so it seems. He and
his men are sent to Siberia to retrieve a
"volunteer," the boy who's going to win
the war against the Nazis - and potentially
unleash hell on earth. The world's immortal population has been living quietly, secretly, hiding from the wars of men, hoping the past can stay buried. But what happens on the Eastern Front in the winter of
1942 will change everything. In 2017, Trina is about to come face-to-face with her
own past in a way she never thought possible. It turns out monsters are real - and
they might be the only hope for survival.
Two powerful men--Druss, Captain of the
Axe, and Skilgannon, a warrior and priest
who wields the Swords of Night and Day--form an alliance when the lands of the Drenal are threatened by vicious werebeasts
of extraordinary strength.
The Little White Wolf is the story of Leesu,
born smaller than his siblings and diﬀerent
in color. The wolf pack laughs at him and
rejects him. But nature has a place for all
of us, and Leesu learns how to use his
diﬀerences to succeed and help others.
A Gunshot Wound Sent John Wolf Straight
To Paradise. Paradise Valley, that is, where
an Irish hellcat with the face of an angel
had rescued ﬁve orphans…and oﬀered
him a life that was more than just duty
and danger. But would the truth of his past
make their future together impossible?
More legend than lawman, more man than
most, John Wolf was a U.S. Marshal who
named himself Apache in his soul. And
Tara Flannigan knew from the moment she
rescued him that he'd bring trouble—and
temptation—to her little patch of heaven
on earth!
In the heart of the superstitious Pennsylvania Dutch country stands the mansion of
Pierre de Camp-d'Avesnes, whose family
history dates to the 12th century, when,
according to family lore, an ancestor made
a deal with the devil. As part of the bargain, the legend says, every seventh generation a terrible curse is visited upon the
eldest child of the family. Recently strange
things have begun to happen: children are
being savagely murdered, a mysterious
white wolf has been sighted, and Pierre's
daughter Sara has been behaving oddly. Is
the curse to blame, or is there a rational
explanation? Desperate to uncover the
truth, Pierre enlists the aid of cynical journalist Manning Trent and psychiatrist and
occult expert Dr. Justin Hardt. It's a race
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against time to save Sara and stop the
killings as modern-day science and skepticism are pitted against medieval magic
and superstition in this suspenseful
thriller.
Many of the earliest books, particularly
those dating back to the 1900's and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing
these classic works in aﬀordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original
text and artwork.
Award-Winning Author introduces the next
installment of her paranormal romance series A 2008 Publishers Weekly Best Book
of the Year Award Winner! Night Owl Romance Reader Choice Award for Best
Paranormal 2008 In this fourth in Spear's
series, Private Eye Cameron MacPherson
and Faith O'Mallery are both on quests
that lead them into the world of magical
wolves… Cameron arrives in the Canadian
Arctic to search for his partners in his P.I.
business who are late returning from a
hunting trip. Faith is there to discover
what her father had seen in the same area
years earlier that had made him lose
touch with reality—man-wolves, he called
them. The two tumble into an icy world of
enemies bent on destroying the lupus
garou kind. As they turn into lupus garou
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themselves, and bond with the pack that
only they can rescue from destruction,
Cameron and Faith ﬁnd their soul mates in
each other. PRAISE FOR TERRY SPEARS' SERIES: "The vulpine couple's chemistry
crackles oﬀ the page, but the real strength
of the book lies in Spear's depiction of
pack power dynamics, as well as in the details of human-wolf interaction." Publishers
Weekly "A solidly crafted werewolf story,
this tale centers on pack problems in a refreshingly straightforward way." Romantic
Times, 4-star review "Bella and Devlyn's
devotion to each other is endearing. Their
love scenes sizzle the pages...deﬁnitely
hot! I look forward to reading more about
this author's werewolf tales." Paranormal
Romance Reviews "A lively read that
keeps readers on their feet, and an excellent addition to the serious wolf-lover's library. When it comes to authenticity, this
novel truly embodies the Heart of the
Wolf." Book Fetish "Ms. Spear is a gifted
author who brings a unique perspective to
the paranormal genre." Fresh Fiction Reviews "Chilling suspense and sizzling romance meet in this page-turner. The dark,
sexy alpha hero will capture you—body,
mind and soul." Nicole North, author of
Devil in a Kilt
In the heart of the wilderness Gavin Summerﬁeld's latest investigation means he

has to get over his fear of ﬂying—fast.
Gavin will be ﬂown into the vast lakeland
wilderness of northern Minnesota to track
down his suspect—which is where his ability to shift to an Arctic wolf will come in
very handy. Imagine his chagrin when his
pilot turns out to be the woman who
tasered him last time they saw each other.
Things are oﬀ to a rocky start...again.
You're too close to keep secrets Arctic wolf
shifter Amelia White isn't entirely displeased to see Gavin again, but priorities
shift when their plane is sabotaged and
goes down in the middle of nowhere. As
their attraction grows, Amelia hopes Gavin
doesn't discover the secret she's been
keeping... she knows he could never forgive her. In the meantime, they're stranded in the wilderness, and forced to work together—or die together. The White Wolf Series: Dreaming of a White Wolf Christmas
(Book 1) Flight of the White Wolf (Book 2)
What People Are Saying About Terry
Spear: "Spear has become a master storyteller." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply "A funny, fun,
and extremely intriguing read." —Fresh Fiction for SEAL Wolf in Too Deep "Magniﬁcently entertaining." —RT Book Reviews,
4.5 Stars TOP PICK! for Billionaire in Wolf's
Clothing
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